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The W5SLA internet hamsters have been busy at 

work in the hamster wheel of the w5sla.net world wide 
website.   After much code crunching, content grooming, Java 
drinking, Apache dancing, Word pressing, archive diving, 
calendar populating, document scanning, link linking and a 
plethora of other techno-nerd terms I am omitting I’m sure… 
(long exhale…) A new look for www.w5sla.net is here from 
the powers that be; 

I give it a classy rating with an obvious eye for a finished 
look and functional content.  Sporting custom artwork from 
members, exacting menus, touched up photos and a 
dashboard for recent news and happenings, it’s obvious that 
the hamsters have some talent for classy content delivery.  
Don’t take my word for it though!  Check it out and let the 
hamster’s (officers) know however you can!               -SK 

http://www.w5sla.net/
http://www.w5sla.net/
http://www.w5sla.net/
http://www.w5sla.net/
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W5SLA has its site registered in the ARRL’s 

Field day location database.  I’ve heard some 
faint signals in reference to some practice days, 

weather permitting,  where the club will be 
open for those that would like to practice 
leading up to field day.  Keep your beams 

pointed to the club nets, packet mailboxes, 
reflectors and RF gain wide open for more.                                                    

-SK 
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http://www.arrl.org/field-day-locator


2 Meters Repeaters 

147.27 MHz (+) 

CTCSS 114.8 

145.290 MHz (-) 

D-STAR or CTCSS 67 

70 Centimeters Repeater 

444.425 MHz (+) 

CTCSS 114.8 

444.100 MHz (+) 

D-STAR (Limited Range) 

2 Meters Packet  

145.01 MHz 

W5SLA-4 Digi-peater only (SIL) 

W5SLA-3 Mailbox 

W5SLA-5 NWS-TNC 

St. Tammany ARES Net 

Every Tuesday at 8:00 pm 

on the W5SLA 2 meter repeater 

2 Meters Club Net 

Every Friday at 7:30 pm on 

the 2 meter repeater 

10 Meters Club Net 
Every Friday at 8:00 pm on 

Or about 28.425 MHz USB 

75 Meter Club Net 
Every Friday 8:30 pm  

On or about  

3.925 MHz USB 

 

Some of your 

OARC 

Facilities 
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It does not get any more official than that.  The Slidell 
EOC Ham fest has its own entry on the ARRL web site 
hamfest and convention application online.  Get in there to 
the hamfest to make it a great event;  
• Find you something that you want or need 
• Support our supporting vendors  
• Attend a special interest group forum  
• Learn more about the radio arts   
• Volunteer 
• Become licensed or upgrade 
• Play the raffle, wait out the prizes 
• EAT THE FOOD 
• Buy a table 
• Meet old and new fellow enthusiasts 
• See junk in trunks that you have never seen before or at 

least since the last hamfest. Hi Hi. 
• Exchange boat anchor and huge antenna DX stories like 

retired fisherman 
• Compare Solar panel sizes and output 

OK, I’ll stop!   Plan for it. Wait for it, GO FOR IT! 

http://www.arrl.org/hamfests/slidell-eoc-hamfest-3
http://www.arrl.org/hamfests/slidell-eoc-hamfest-3
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For those of you who follow them in, watch them spin, 
lookout for kin, run with the wind, want to know when, 
party at the inn… Hi Hi… OK! OK!  I’ll stop!! 
 
There is the headlines from NOAA and here we are on 
June 1st.  Whether it’s the HF Gulf Coast Hurricane Net, 
Maritime Mobile Service Net, the VHF ARES Net, or just 
plan old QSO’s, HAM radio traffic, antennas and chatter 
are all about to turn towards the slow and big weather.         
- 

http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/ 

http://www.noaa.gov/near-normal-atlantic-hurricane-season-most-likely-year
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/
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aprs.fi 
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A look at the last 24 hours of APRS traffic north of the 
lake via aprs.fi 

http://www.arrl.org/field-day-locator
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There is nothing at all to see here folks.  Move along. These aren’t the event results you 
are looking for.  Darth Vader is not looking for the battle station plans in your droids or your 

planning to target your home planet for test firing his death ray.  These are just normal, everyday 
resulting numbers that NO ONE ELSE IN THE ENTIRE STATE HAS ACCOMPLISHED (Hi Hi) except 

that is for our very own John and Judy Guthans in the NPOTA  Event.  Move along…move along… 
Nothing to see here people next page please… Hi Hi.                                 

 
Way to go Guthans’! (You know I am not going to leave this alone by now right? Hi Hi) 

KE5QKR and the fly checking out some prospective 
activation targets.  Did you know that you can now climb 

the Chalmette Monument? 
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W5SLA 
Maidenhead Grid Square  

http://www.arrl.org/graphical-frequency-allocations 
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They Laughed! They ATE!  They Shared!  They Cried!  Did I mention they ATE?  Hi Hi.  Keep a receive 

antenna pointed and an empty stomach ready for the W5SLA Eating Meeting notices on the new website 
calendar,  on the e-mail reflector and the nets for future dates, times and locations for these comradery 
building club events.   Come join your fellow hams for some southern fried hospitality and quite possibly 
actual southern fried HAM…                           -SK 

Thank you Mr. Mitchum!   
The Premier Eating Meeting - Coordinater’ Potater’ Head  

Can’t you just hear that awesome radio voice in that smile? 
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I have one of those surplus mast that I got from a hamfest and I saw on YouTube where a 
ham loaded up the mast and used that as an antenna.  So I did the same thing today and 
insulated the base from the ground and used an Icom AH-4 with a wire and hose clamp to 
hold the wire on the mast. Well I heard a station talking and gave my call and he heard me.  
Not a big signal but a respectable s 7 and I was hearing him at s 9. So I was running the rig off 
the battery and loading up about 25 feet of mast.   I used a photo stand to hold the tuner.   
Seems to work pretty well.   So with a counterpoise I probably could get it better.   I deployed 
it 5 minutes and take down was about 2 to 3 minutes. So putting on the guys ropes probably 
will take 10 minutes to deploy at most. 

I put the mast completely together and worked  national park 24 today with 
an 5/9 signal.  His call was k7gpn.   NP 24 was in Nevada.  So the band was 
working at the time I tried it today. We both got 5 9 reports. Anyway,  I 
think I have my go bag antenna.   There are easier ways to get on the air,  
took me 30 minutes tops to get on the air.   Took me about 5 minutes to 
take it apart.                        AA5UY – Field Day Coordinator 
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Hey Bob, last week I got to replace the tubes in the amplifier and I did not burn myself or the 
shack to the ground and then I modified the amplifier so that it would peak on my 8th antenna 
on my 4th tower after adjusting the modulation properly for my ultra wide AM vintage 
broadcast station which my old broadcast control board is tied into that I got from when I 
worked in radio which has the best meter I’ve ever seen on a console that has worked 
flawlessly with just the right swing for 35 years without fail because there is nothing like that 
meter anywhere and even if there is it won’t be like this one because they just get better with 
age and all the other needle materials in the new fangled modern equipment just aint’ the 
same, hell they’re just pixels anyway nowadays and not even real needles which don’t do me a 
darn bit-a-good anyways.  Hold on let me get a drink…Well Bob, I better send it back to you so I 
can adjust the grid current before my next TX and listen to what you have to say about your last 
week before getting into this week. 

Well Jim, thanks and that is quite a story about the meter needles and I know what you mean, 
things just aren’t what they use to be and I know that my meter is being knocked around by at 
least three of my neighbors with Plasma TV’s that I’ve zoned in on much less the slow starting 
lights with capacitors that are going bad on the utility poles along the streets plus the leaking 
cable carriers with bad connections that people just aren’t taking care of anymore so I got to 
report several of those items to the local utilities, cable companies and went and talked to the 
neighbors about newer TV technologies last week and this week I’m thinking of replacing my 
Plasma TV which doesn’t make as much noise as theirs with an LED TV to see how that will help 
things in the shack along with taking the dog to the vet because I think the electric perimeter 
fence and collar may also be causing some noise and troubles with the dog as well seeing how 
she’s jumpin’ out there when I was testing it on the air and adjusting it for range and noticed 
that the antenna tuning was also impacted by the adjustment to the fence setting so I’m 
thinking that there may be some interactions there, so I better send it back to you Jim… 
… 
Jim?  You still there Jim? 
… 
73’s Jim! 

 Levity Included  


